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Abstract: In this paper we put forward improved mathematical methods for detecting synthesis
parameters in connection with analyzing crude products of chemically synthesized oligonucleo-
tides. The crude products experimentally sampled are separated by high-performance capillary
electrophoresis and ion-exchange high-performance liquid chromatography. The measured
separation profiles of experimental syntheses can be expressed as target and nontarget yields;
they are characterized by a few parameters. These parameters account for nonlinear synthesis
equations that are solvable by employing iteration procedures. We provide here a theoretical
as well as computational analysis based upon specific models for stepwise chain growth.

Under nonconstant (nonuniform) conditions we use here an exponential form of growth,
with different expressions for calculating the fractal dimension of the biochemical process
under study. Step lengths of parameter variations in an interval of finite length have to be
adjusted properly to find convergent solutions in a mathematical, regularly four-dimensional
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parameter space. It is conceivable to have most, if not all, of the calculating and plotting
carefully done by a computer.

This analysis represents the experimental situation up to 65-mer target oligonucleotides
analyzed so far. We thus obtain the dynamics of the polymerization process limited in number
by fractal models. The advantage, calculating these new methods as compared to qualitatively
judged experimental methods, lies in the satisfactory evaluation of crude products, also of
large amounts, of syntheses of these biopolymers. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Biopoly
45: 361–379, 1998

Keywords: fractal measures; high-performance capillary electrophoresis; ion-exchange high-
performance liquid chromatography; high-performance liquid chromatography; oligodeoxyri-
bonucleotides; oligoribonucleotides; oligonucleotides; polymerization processes; chemical syn-
thesis; dynamics

INTRODUCTION that underlies the usual analysis has inadequacies
that, once revealed, point the way to better models.9

Therefore, we attempted a fractal interpretation ofSynthetic single strands of DNA are being used for
multicyclic synthesis.10,11a variety of applications, e.g., as gene fragments,

We have developed a new approach which involvesprimers, and more recently, as antisense and anti-
improved but useful nonlinear mathematical methodsgene oligonucleotides for potential therapeutic
for detecting synthesis parameters by high-perfor-uses.1,2 Nucleotide building blocks are chemically
mance capillary electrophoresis, ion-exchange high-joined together in vitro to form usually short oligo-
performance liquid chromatography, and highly re-nucleotides that have been designed to recognize
solved separation profiles from gel electrophoresis.and bind to specific genes. Coupled with the solid-
The calculation of the characteristic propagation prob-phase strategy for oligonucleotide synthesis3 intro-
ability function d and the characteristic terminationduced through the work of Merrifield4 and Let-
probability function p is central to the modeling of thesinger, 3 the chemical methods are now the basis for
growth process itself from experimentally determinedtechnologies to produce such drugs. Presently, the
separation profiles. Although chemical oligonucleo-synthesis of oligonucleotides and their analogues is
tide synthesis leads to a large number of nontargetperformed in automated, microprocessor-controlled
or intermediate products, the growth pattern can beDNA synthesizers using mainly the phosphoramid-
described by power laws.9,12,13 The growth processite5 or H-phosphonate6 chemistry. For preclinical
here is demonstrated in a few examples, expressed inand clinical studies there is a need for scaling up
fractional powers of nucleotide length N of the largestoligonucleotide synthesis from the milligram to ki-
optimal, desirable component (target) in the nucleo-logram range.7 Such clinical use opens not only the
tide region of interest. The resulting fractal requiresavailability of large quantities of therapeutic oligo-
only the single growth parameter function d . Ournucleotides, but also the necessity of analyzing the
methods lead to satisfying models of quantification ofsequence composition of such preparations. It is
multicyclic syntheses of biopolymers, also in largeknown that solid-phase methods produce the target
amounts. Chemical oligonucleotide stepwise variedoligonucleotide in a mixture with truncated and fail-
preparations of crude products become useful simula-ure sequences called error sequences. In the context
tions, in terms of experimental synthesis parameters,of oligonucleotide production, it is essential to mini-
and vice versa.mize error sequences (coding variabilities) .

In particular, the quantitative analysis of syn-
thetic oligonucleotides and DNA preparations has
already been a demand for modern molecular biol- EXPERIMENTAL
ogy8 applying rational or irrational drug design to
therapeutic oligonucleotides, but the determination

Chemical Solid-Phase Oligonucleotideof the number and weight fractions of individual
Synthesistruncated or erroneous by-products with different

sequence failures has, so far, not been reached. The Chemical oligonucleotide syntheses on solid support were
quantitation methods for synthesis predominantly in done by phosphoramidite chemistry using the automated
use, although well studied, have limitations in many DNA synthesizer Pharmacia Gene Assembler Plus ac-

cording to standard manufacturer’s recommendation andrespects. A linear, additive formulation of models
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the Applied Biosystems Model 380B and 394 DNA synthe- sorbance Detector Controller (1 volt per absorbance
unit as fixed detector sensitivity) was used with thesizers according to special protocols. Reagents, polymer

supports (polystyrene-grafted polytetrafluoroethylene sup- Hitachi Model D-2000 Computing Integrator. The
proper parameters for peak detection and baseline cor-ports, polystyrene primer support), and special protocols

used are described in Refs. 14–16. The macroreticular rection were set and, if necessary, changed before each
measurement. Data processing was performed with thepolyvinylacetate support used is described in Ref. 17.
built-in chromatography software.

Ion-Exchange High-Performance Liquid
High-Performance CapillaryChromatography (HPIEC)
Electrophoresis (HPCE) Procedure

The high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
column Superformance 50-10 LiChrospher 4000 In all capillary-electrophoretic separations a Beckman P/

ACE System 5510 (Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, CA,DMAE (5 mm) used throughout this study was a gift
from E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany. The anion-ex- USA), equipped with an uv detector was used. The instru-

ment allows to control temperature of probe and capillary.change HPLC column is made of wide-porosity, fine-
particulate, spherical, silicate-based material whose sur- The separation of oligomers with a length of 30–65 nucleo-

tides was achieved with original Beckman capillariesface is very inert.18 The weak-basic dimethylaminoethyl
(DMAE) groups are bound not directly to the surface (Beckman ECAP 100, inner diameter 100 mm), containing

a 12% linear polyacrylamide gel. All capillaries had anof the core material. DMAE groups are attached on
linear polymers grafted on the core. Thus, flexibility effective length of 47 cm with 40 cm distance from the

capillary inlet to the detection window. The temperature of(so-called tentacle effect ) leads to shortening the diffu-
sion path of the analyte, higher throughput, but also capillary, buffer, and probe was kept at 30 { 17C. This

temperature was maintained during the whole separationresults in more acidic groups being reached in or on
the oligodeoxynucleotides. Greater selectivity is procedure including equilibration of the capillary, probe

injection, and final separation with base-pair resolution. Theachieved.18 For example, detecting the difference be-
tween 50 and 51 formal charges on the analyte, i.e., buffer system of choice was 1 1 TBE buffer (Tris-borate

EDTA) with 7% urea, adjusted to a pH of 8.4 (Beckmannucleotide units in oligodeoxynucleotides, was shown
with such exchanger-analyte interactions.18 Fractionat- reagent kit for oligonucleotide separations). Gel-filled cap-

illaries were mounted in the Beckman 5510 cartridge anding according to size in a salt gradient is obtained with
good resolution, but if more demanding separations are the capillary ends were placed immediately in buffer reser-

voirs. Before each run the capillaries were equilibrated withrequired, e.g., complete component elution, the use of
20% acetonitrile in the eluent is recommended. In a the running buffer through application of an increasing

voltage gradient (0–250 V/cm in 15 min). The polaritypreparative run up to 9.2 OD260 can be applied to the
HPLC column.18 Despite increasing the load, there were was reversed, ensuring injection of the samples at the cath-

ode. Samples were injected electrokinetically with a voltageno signs of overload. Here we applied 50 mL containing
2.5 OD260 , 1.7 OD260 , and 2.3 OD260 (see caption to of 10 kV. For injection the dried oligomers (2.5 OD260)

were dissolved in 100 mL of bidistilled water. After a shortFigure 3; OD260 Å optical density at a wavelength of
260 mm) in analytical runs. HPIEC analyses were car- heating to 957C for 5 min, the probes were kept on ice

until they were placed in the instrument. Electrokineticried out with Applied Biosystems Model 152A. Detec-
tion, uv 254 nm; flow rate, 1.5 mL/min; room tempera- injection introduces the charged single-stranded DNA

(ssDNA) molecules in the sample onto the capillary by theture; eluent A: 20 mM sodium acetate, pH 6.5, 20%
acetonitrile; eluent B: 20 mM sodium acetate, pH 6.5, application of a potential difference to the sample reservoir.

More sample material can be put onto the capillary just20% acetonitrile, 1M LiCl. Linear gradients were ap-
plied as indicated. Complete component elution oc- by increasing the potential or the time applied. Although

electrokinetic injection is less reproducible than hydrody-curred in order of increasing chain length; however, the
retention time of the target sequence N was very close namic injection, electrokinetic injection was chosen because

it offers better resolution. This is due to the fact that samplesto that of erroneous sequences of chain length N 0 1.
The occurrence of minor peaks that seem to correspond are introduced onto the column into a narrow sample zone.

The total amount of capillary-introduced DNA can be cal-to products longer than the target sequence has been
occasionally observed (e.g., Ref. 19) , but explanations culated with the equation described in Ref. 20: Q

Å [prr2
rcsr(mep / meo)rErtrlb]/ls , with Q the amountare not at hand (see Results: Theory and Performance) .

The peaks of single nucleotides and dinucleotides were of sample material injected, r the radius of the capillary, cs

the sample concentration, E the electric field applied, t thechecked by standards. The products of protecting group
cleavage were also eluated with the first and second injection time, ls the sample conductivity, lb the conductiv-

ity of buffer electrolyte, mep the mobility of sample mole-peak. The detector capability to measure quantitatively
both the smallest and largest peak did not exceed the cules, and meo the electroosmotic mobility.

The mean values for the total amount of injected oligo-absorbance detecting range set to appropriate attenua-
tion. The computer output of the ABI 1783 A Ab- nucleotides, including target and error sequences, was
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0.13 pmoles in the performed separations. These quanti- the stochastic process is connected with a probability
ties lead to Gaussian-shaped peaks that do not show lead- P counting the relative frequency of any error and/or
ing or tailing. Under the chosen separation conditions, target sequences. We use this probability to define
especially in the region of short error sequences, the moments M (Ref. 22) measuring here the nucleotide
Gaussian-shaped peaks indicate uniform electrophoretic length in connection with the target sequence N . The
mobilities of the investigated probe compounds during

moment of probability M was derived from the totalelectrokinetic injection. Elution of products with increas-
number of sequences given by a number of elongationing length from dC30 to dC65 was obtained at virtually
cycles i and from the proportion of target to erroridentical times by adjusting the voltage gradient. For de-
sequences l (see Table I). The detailed theoreticaltection of the ssDNA fragments the uv detector was set
analysis is given in Ref. 13.to a data rate of 5 Hz at 254 nm, with bandwidth of 2

nm. The sensitivity for the uv detector was set to 0.1 Let M( l , N) denote the local probability moment
absorbance unit per volt. The quantitation of target se- that after i steps (cycles) the walker reaches site l .
quences and by-products was achieved by using the Sys- Suppose d and p are a set of probabilities of making
tem Gold 8.0 software package (Beckman Instruments, a step (cycle) i in a way that di is given for chain
Forster City, CA, USA) (see Results) . The correctness growth and pi is given for termination of growth.
of the integration parameters was checked by the method We assume that di and pi are independent from
of manual cutting off and weighing of peak areas.

each other. The longer the walker goes along the
nucleotide sequence of the target chain, the more
the nucleotide length of error sequences increases.Extended Software Package
An outcome is shown in Figure 1 and Table I. The

The software package used in this paper is written in cyclic repetition of propagation (oxidation, detrity-
Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Inc., 100 Trade Center lation, and coupling) and termination (capping) re-
Drive, Champaign, Illinois 61820-7237, USA). The soft- actions23 during the growth process of nucleotide
ware is based on Eqs. (7) – (17), and on the Mathematica

polymerization is a staggered flux of symbolic nu-program in Ref. 21. The present package needs the rela-
cleotide sequences. Nucleotide deletion may betive areas of highly resolved chromatograms or electro-
present in any error nucleotide sequences and canpherograms as experimental input data and allows us to
arise in any cycle i , even though a capping reactioncalculate automatically the model parameters for constant
terminates growth.as well as variable propagation and termination probabilities

according to Eqs. (7) – (17). The analysis of potential Experimental results of chromatographic separa-
sources of calculation errors showed that miscalculation de- tions of crude oligonucleotide products from nonen-
pends on the precision of peak resolution. Therefore optimi- zymatic polymerization obtained so far are consis-
zation of the chromatographic and electrophoretic separation tent with the theoretical analysis (see Application
conditions, respectively, is mandatory. Satisfactory separa- to Experiments) . At this point we need a plain argu-
tion conditions resulted here in a resolution of peaks with ment to connect the synthesis parameter d to a frac-
sufficient precision. Peak quantitation of overlapping peaks

tal dimension D . The fractal models to be discussedthat can be fully identified as Gaussian peaks suffices in
are motivated by one-dimensional Cantor dusts andmost cases. The program also produces a graphical represen-
their global Hausdorff–Besicovitch dimension (atation of the input data and the results. The outlines of the
fractal dimension10) .algorithms as well as their implementations will be de-

scribed elsewhere.

Mapping Functions to Cantor Sets

We know that the error sequences undergo a bifurca-RESULTS: THEORY AND
tion sequence resulting in a large number of similarPERFORMANCE
products (see Figure 1). The final step of such a
bifurcation tree reminds us of a geometric structureStaggered Flux of Nucleotide Sequences
known as a Cantor set.24 We use this analogy here
to introduce the connection between fractals and theDuring synchronous growth of chains target sequence

and truncated error sequences are formed at discrete analysis of oligonucleotide preparations. Though there
exist many control methods of oligonucleotide synthe-periods of time i . We focus on error nucleotide se-

quences l that are truncated versions of the target se- sis, we propose this analogy to promote profitable
future techniques for generating large and smallquence N. A dynamical system is considered whose

state at time i is characterized by the value of a sto- amounts of oligonucleotides. The property of self-sim-
ilarity or scaling, as examplified here by one-dimen-chastic variable. After each cycle i this variable repre-

sents a realization of the nucleotide length l. In turn sional Cantor sets, is one of the central concepts of
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Table I Exact Numbers of Distinct Arrangements of Target and Error (Truncated) Sequences
(up to Heptamers) for a Driven Multicycle Synthesis on Fixed Starting Sitesa

l N Å 2 N Å 3 N Å 4 N Å 5 N Å 6 N Å 7

l Å 7 Heptamers 1rd6
0

l Å 6 Hexamers 1rd 5
0 6ra0b0d 5

0

1ra0p0d 5
0

l Å 5 Pentamers 1rd 4
0 5ra0b0d 4

0 15ra 2
0b2

0d 4
0

1ra0p0d 4
0 5ra 2

0b0p0d 4
0

1ra0p0d 4
0

l Å 4 Tetramers 1rd 3
0 4ra0b0d 3

0 10ra 2
0b 2

0d 3
0 20ra 3

0b 3
0d 3

0

1ra0p0d 3
0 4ra 2

0b0p0d 3
0 10ra 3

0b 2
0p0d 3

0

1ra0p0d 3
0 4ra 2

0b0p0d 3
0

1ra0p0d 3
0

l Å 3 Trimers 1rd 2
0 3ra0b0d 2

0 6ra 2
0b 2

0d 2
0 10ra3

0b 3
0d 2

0 15ra 4
0b 4

0d 2
0

1ra0p0d 2
0 3ra 2

0b0p0d 2
0 6ra 3

0b 2
0p0d 2

0 10ra 4
0b 3

0p0d 2
0

1ra0p0d 2
0 3ra 2

0b0p0d 2
0 6ra 3

0b 2
0p0d 2

0

1ra0p0d 2
0 3ra 2

0b0p0d 2
0

1ra0p0d 2
0

l Å 2 Dimers 1rd0 2ra0b0d0 3ra 2
0b 2

0d0 4ra 3
0b 3

0d0 5ra 4
0b 4

0d0 6ra 5
0b 5

0d0

1ra0p0d0 2ra 2
0b0p0d0 3ra 3

0b 2
0p0d0 4ra 4

0b 3
0p0d0 5ra 5

0b 4
0p0d0

1ra0p0d0 2ra 2
0b0p0d0 3ra 3

0b 2
0p0d0 4ra 4

0b 3
0p0d0

1ra0p0d0 2ra 2
0b0p0d0 3ra 3

0b 2
0p0d0

1ra0p0d0 2ra 2
0b0p0d0

1ra0p0d0

l Å 1 Monomers 1ra0b0 1ra 2
0b 2

0 1ra 3
0b 3

0 1ra 4
0b 4

0 1ra 5
0b 5

0 1ra 6
0b 6

0

1ra0p0 1ra 2
0b0p0 1ra 3

0b 2
0p0 1ra 4

0b 3
0p0 1ra 5

0b 4
0p0 1ra 6

0b 5
0p0

1ra0p0 1ra 2
0b0p0 1ra 3

0b 2
0p0 1ra 4

0b 3
0p0 1ra 5

0b 4
0p0

1ra0p0 1ra 2
0b0p0 1ra 3

0b 2
0p0 1ra 4

0b 3
0p0

1ra0p0 1ra 2
0b0p0 1ra 3

0b 2
0p0

1ra0p0 1ra 2
0b0p0

1ra0p0

a For calculation of coefficients, see Ref. 13. N is the number of nucleotides of the target; l denotes the grown number of nucleotides
of target or error sequences; d0 Å constant (average) propagation (detritylation, coupling and oxidation) probability; p0 Å constant
(average) termination (capping) probability; a0 Å 1 0 d0 ; b0 Å 1 0 p0 . The total number of sequences aN,S (sum of error and target
sequences, S), for example, was calculated by aN,S Å (N

lÅ1 (N
l ).

fractal geometry. It is directly connected with the gen- The introduction of the general number of re-
maining elements l and the factor of reduction r foreralization to fractal dimension as illustrated below.

For example, an object is said to be self-similar if it a specific iteration step k allows us to generalize
the Cantor set. To quantitatively characterize suchis formed by parts that are similar to the whole. For

a full understanding, the iterative construction of the sets the cluster structure is theoretically covered by
a layer of balls with volume V of radius e. It ismiddle-third Cantor set L is shown in Figure 2. The

generation of the Cantor set10 may be started with a known from Refs. 10 and 25 that the volume in-
creases asstraight line of unity Lo . Then the initiator Lo is parti-

tioned into three equal parts and the middle third is
removed. This generates L1 counting of l Å 2 parts V (e) } e0Do , (1)
of the original set. The process is repeated on each
of the two intervals, which increases the number of

where Do is the fractal dimension:elements to four. In Figure 2, the length of the re-
maining intervals are (1/r)k01 with r Å 3 in specific
iteration steps i Å k . In the (k 0 1)th step (cycle) Do Å lim

er0

ln V

ln{1/e}
. (2)

we observe lk01 intervals.
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FIGURE 1 Idealized staggered (nonuniform, weighted) flux of arbitrary nucleotide se-
quences. The sequence space is based on entries of {0, 1, 2}. 1 Å nucleotide (arbitrary A, T,
G, C). 0 Å no nucleotide at position referring to the target sequence. 2 Å stop of growth. We
define forward and backward reactions of propagation and termination by following notation:
1 r 11, 1 r 10 and 10 r 102, 10 r 10. See text for explanation.

We choose in our discussion e Å (1/r) k01 , by scal- Since the experimentally observable is the propa-
gation probability d , we need to modify the formu-ing down the number of particle V on the structure,

V Å l k01 . Inserting these expressions for the Cantor las above in such a way that they are useful in
connection with our experiments. Hence, we replaceset into Eq. (2) , we get
r by xr1/do , where x is a scaling factor and do

is the average (constant) propagation probability.
Do Å

ln l

ln r
. (3) Using Eq. (3) , Do is given by the fractal dimension

So far we derived a formula connecting the elements
Do Å

ln l

ln{xr1/do}
, (4)l of the set with the reduction factor r .

where do satisfies 0 õ do õ 1. To include dy-
namic properties of growth systems of multicy-
clic synthesis, we use the fractal dimension
D (N ) Å limdor1 Da ,measurable (N , do ) .15 Inserting
this expression into Eq. (4 ) and rearranging
terms, we end up with

FIGURE 2 The first three stages of the triadic one-

x Å dorexpH ln l

2 0 [N / (N 0 1)] J . (5)dimensional Cantor set L generated on the unit interval
for l Å 2 and r Å 3. See text for explanation.
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This formula connects the error sequences l , the and also possible backward reactions of nucleo-
tide growth in synchronous mode. In synchronouspropagation probability do , and the nucleotide se-

quence N in one expression. In the limit N @ 2 a mode the sequences are always generated in
weighted arrangements starting from monomer upnontrivial transformation is shown here from the

embedding dimension 2 (Ref. 13) to the embedding to the intended nucleotide length at the time pe-
riod i . The resulted target length is uniform. Thesedimension 1.

Let us now consider the case where the reduction stepped-up walks can be associated with the for-
mal generating function M ( l , N ) . After suitablefactor r is not identical for all of the set elements

l . However, we assume that the overall reduction formalistic changes 21 we get a model approach to
total yield of synthesis regardless of what average

factor is represented by r Å (
l

kÅ1
rk . The construction

optimum and standard conditions of synthesis and
preparation are chosen:is again designed to give a fractal dimension be-

tween 0 and 1:

dN01
o Å

A (expl ) (N , N)r(
N

lÅ1
( lrM( l , N))

N
, (7)Do Å

ln l

ln{ (
l

kÅ1
xk} 0 ln do

, (6)

po Å
1

(1/do) 0 1

where x Å (
l

kÅ1
xk , l Å {2, 3, 4, . . . , N}, and 0

1 NrA (expl ) (N 0 1, N)
(2 0 N)r(N 0 1)rA (expl ) (N , N)õ do õ 1. This would be true if the iterations were

extended to higher orders, i.e., to large N . Equation
/ N 0 1

N 0 2
,

(8)

(6) gives us the relationship between the geometri-
cal fractal Cantor set and quantities of the experi-
ments. where A (expl ) is the relative area of the Nth and the

The fractal concept sketched above can be ap- (N 0 1)th peak in chromatograms or electrophero-
plied to cumulative distributions of sequence vari- grams. Equations (7) and (8) are a set of iterated

functions. As a consequence, the four chemical re-abilities (
N01

lÅ1
(M( l , N)) . In this way, we gain here

actions of detritylation, coupling (elongation), cap-
valid access to the overall efficiency26 of a support ping, and oxidation23 are completely covered by our
system if respective experiments are of good similar Eqs. (7) and (8) as well as by our Eqs. (9) and
performance. A quantitative description of this (10) [ for Eqs. (9) and (10) see below].
overall efficiency in terms of fractal mathematics To compute the extent of nonconstant growth
(Do) may assist in the choice of appropriate experi- conditions, we further use the theory described
mental synthesis Do methods. above (see also Refs. 15, 21, and 27). This method

requires numerical solution of the coupled nonlinear
equationsApplication to Experiments

We prefer dynamics of sequence variabilities to
generalize some fractal aspects about the synthe- ∏

N01

iÅ1

di Å
A (expl ) (N , N)r(

N

lÅ1
( lrM( l , N))

N
(9)

sis of oligonucleotides. When time i for the cycle
proceeds, the specific models we consider account
for chemical synthesis as approaching forward and

A (expl ) ( l , N)
A (expl ) ( l0 1, N)

Å lr{M( l , N0 1)/ [M • ( l0 1, N0 1)0M • ( l , N0 1)]rdN01}
( l0 1)r{M( l0 1, N0 1)/ [M • ( l0 2, N0 1)0M • ( l0 1, N0 1)]rdN01}

. (10)

The special nonlinear, recursive functions M and M • Reliable data can be calculated with minimal
time course studies by applying the following crite-(first moments) were found by projecting M(l, N) and

M(l0 1, N) onto M(l, N/ 1).15 Using this procedure, ria, serving for the best quality estimation (dzmax)
between experimental and theoretical results, asseveral coefficients di and pi are superimposed.
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sample measurements and automatically stored on
Dzmax Å ∑

N0lmin

jÅ1
Zkj 0 kj

kj
Z , (11) computer memory. These measurements were read

out to integrator terminal by specifying the memory
numbers. Variation of baseline from start to stop ofwhere lmin is the smallest peak resolved in the mea-
the chromatogram and electropherogram, respec-sured chromatogram/electropherogram. The j counted
tively, are removed before calculating peak areas.to resolved number of peaks. For a quality assessment
Factors causing variations of the baseline are, forwe used in our calculation the ratio
example, status change of moving and stationary
phases, drift by temperature rise, and drift by chang-

dzmax Å
Dzmax

z
(12) ing over the solvent.

On Synthesis Details Related to Simulation. After
with z Å (

N0lmin

jÅ1
kj .27,21 If the conditions kj automatic peak identification and baseline correc-

tion, the simple percentage method and the normal-
Å fj( l , N)

fj( l 0 1, N)
and kj Å

gj( l , N)
gj( l 0 1, N)

with l Å {N , ized percentage method with scale factor, respec-
tively, were used as quantitative methods for deter-N 0 1, . . . , N 0 lmin / 1}, j Å {1, 2, . . . , N
mination of true peak areas. Further, the proper0 lmin} are fulfilled, and max A (expl ) (N , N) , min
estimation of the baseline was visually controlledA (expl ) (N , N) , max A (expl ) (N 0 1, N) , min A (expl ) (N
for all chromatograms and electropherograms. The0 1, N) are given, we obtained parameter values
gradual increase in absorbance background infor nonconstant as well as constant growth. The
HPIEC (e.g., Figure 3A) or HPCE (e.g., Figurefunctions fj( l , N) and gj( l , N) describe the theoreti-
4C) was constant. It did not arise from the lag incal, and experimental values of the relative peak
elution of reaction products.areas, respectively.

We found by our experiments (see Figure 3)
that average (constant ) conditions of synthesis

Parameter Values d from Experiments. The fol-
and preparation can be assumed for the short target

lowing question arises: how do we get parameters
oligonucleotides on CPG-500 Å material as well

d and p for short time series? Relative quantitation
as on a macroreticular polyvinylacetate support.17

by referring to the integrated absorbance of the
As seen from Figure 3, the experimental and theo-

peaks (absorbance/mm2) is always performed in
retical curves do correspond quite well. The theo-

order to obtain the experimental input data for the
retical curves were iterated to the best confidence

theoretical analysis.
with experimental data. This iteration procedure

Effort has been made to minimize the overlaps of
gives a full fit with all measured OD values of

peaks by running appropriate separation conditions.
the experimental curves. The numerical accuracy

Differences in relative peak areas have effects on
( tolerance) u was chosen to be 1005 , for d and p .

the parameter values calculated.
The appearance of the N / 1 peak is occasionally

At the integrator terminal a correct sampling pe-
found. To our knowledge, this phenomenon was

riod was set before separation analyses. If this set-
not subject to detailed investigations.19 The exper-

ting was wrong, consequently noise or baseline drift
imentally founded question comes up that the acid-

could be detected as a broad peak. For detecting
ity of tetrazole causes a trace amount of detrityla-

single peaks, peak top points were automatically
tion that may lead to multiple incorporation of a

looked for and, after collecting data, peak start and
given nucleotide. Normally, one suppresses this

end points were found by the built-in chromato-
phenomenon by the synthesis protocol, but in gen-

graphic and electrophoretic software packages. A
eral the theory presented accounts also for N Å N

peak was detected, when the product of noise value / 1, N / 2, rrr peaks.
measured at test runs and sensitivity is less than

Suppose the data obtained from an experiment
variations of sampling data at consecutive points.

cannot be analyzed by average (constant ) growth
Measured chromatograms and electrophero-

conditions. In this situation the expressions
grams include solvent and instrumental background. ∏

i√[1,N )
di of Eq. (9 ) as well as ∏

i√[1,N )
pi can be

In order to obtain correct values of sample compo-
nents, the background needs to be subtracted by weighted by variable growth conditions. We

apply here the following models allowing system-baseline corrections. Therefore baseline measure-
ments were always carried out before running ana- atic variation of d and p . The exponential growth

is given by di Å arexp{0br( i 0 1)} and pilytical separation in the same conditions as in the
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of experimental and calculated distribution of chain length for oligo-
nucleotide preparations on a CPG-500 Å support (A) and a macroreticular polyvinylacetate
support (B, C). Abscissa: nucleotide length ( l) derived from retention time. Ordinate: A (expl) ( l ,
N) å A (expl) ( l) . Experimental values (h h h) taken from anion exchange HPLC (insets) .
Theoretical values ( ) calculated by the constant (average) propagation (do) and termination
(po) efficiencies. The DNA synthesizer Pharmacia Gene Assembler Plus was used according
to standard manufactures’s recommendation. See Table II for parameter comparison. (A) 30-
mer, (dC)30 . Synthesis scale: 0.2 mmol. Analyzed amount: 2.5 OD260 . do Å 0.9870, po Å 0.9900.
(B) 20-mer, 5* d CGG ATT CAT AGC TGA GTC AT. Synthesis scale: 1 mmol. Analyzed
amount: 1.7 OD260 . do Å 0.9905, po Å 0.9335. (C) 20-mer, same sequence. Synthesis scale:
10 mmol. Analyzed amount: 2.3 OD260 . do Å 0.9755, po Å 0.8960.
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FIGURE 4 Experimental electropherograms (high-performance capillary electrophoreses,
insets) of crude products of (A) dC30 , (B) dC35 , (C) dC40 , (D) dC50 , (E) dC60 , (F) dC65 . (A),
(D) – (F) were prepared on P29 polystyrene-grafted (2–3%) polytetrafluoroethylene support,
whereas (B) and (C) were prepared on polystyrene primer support (Pharmacia) . The Applied
Biosystems Model 380B (A) and 394 DNA synthesizers (B–F) were used according to special
protocols (see Experimental) . Experimental values (l l l) taken from HPCE (insets) for
calculated distributions of chain length ( ) . The minimalization of dzmax for all parameters
was the criterion for data fitting. Abscissa: nucleotide length ( l) derived from retention time.
Ordinate: A (expl) ( l , N) å A (expl) ( l) . See Table II for parameter comparison.
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FIGURE 4 (Continued from the previous page)

Å grexp{0dr( i 0 1)}.21 The constant parameter growth. The parameter values a, b, g, and d with
0 õ a, b, g, d õ 1, of course, depend on thea is interpreted in terms of the average (constant )

propagation probability do , whereas the constant particular details of the experiments.
parameter g is given by the average (constant )
termination probability po . This result is con- Experimental vs Theoretical Approach. In Figure

4A–F, the separations of the crude products byfirmed here by numerical and analytical methods.
The exponents in b and d are new parameters high-performance capillary electrophoresis are

shown for several target nucleotide length N usingdescribing a deviation from average (constant )
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FIGURE 4 (Continued from the previous page)

the polystyrene-grafted polytetrafluoroethylene sup- formed, i.e., N covers a length scale up to 65, in
the study. The resolution of defined product peaksport P29 and the polystyrene primer support (Phar-

macia) in the syntheses. Syntheses and separations by HPCE is not complete, but in most cases the uv-
electropherogram separated peaks from N to Nof target nucleotide lengths N up to 65 were per-
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0 15. From the insets of Figure 4 it is evident that at growth to variable growth. In this case the exponen-
tial model was used to get an optimal model-to-shorter target length N of oligonucleotide syntheses
reality correspondence. The residuals dzmax between(Figure 4A–C) the peak quantitation of N 0 1 and
the observed data and the calculated model dataN 0 2 sequences is more difficult due to the excess
varies randomly. Constant growth was observed forof target products. As one can see in Figure 4D to F,
the 60-mer syntheses and for one of the 45-merunder the electrophoretic conditions used (voltage
syntheses. Inherently, the best fit of all experimentalgradient conditions, mobile phase, pH, temperature,
data may be to the exponential growth model in-etc.) , a component separation was obtained up to N
cluding longer synthesis length and higher coupling0 48, N 0 52, and N 0 54, respectively.
efficiencies. At shorter synthesis length (N ° 30)The experimental uncertainties do not seriously
and/or with synthesis supports with steric restric-compromize the theoretical analysis because local
tions (PA, CPG), this is experimentally indistin-experimental data points cannot be expected to give
guishable from, or limited to, constant growth.a global picture of a nonlinear growth system. Thus,
When in individual syntheses coupling efficienciesthe criterion dzmax [Eq. (12)] is applied in order to
are low (below 0.9825) due to inherent supportobtain good overall fits to measured experimental
access limitations (only seen for P29 resin) or exter-curves with a numerical accuracy (tolerance) u of
nal and variable limitations in other factors like1005 (same as in Figure 3). The calculations of
chemicals, the constant growth model becomes thethe growth parameters were carried out from the
better fit.separation profiles according to Eqs. (7) – (12).

The confidence limit of numbers of experimental
Fractal Measures for the Overall Efficiency. Weintegrated absorbance (absorbance/mm2) depends
proposed that nonenzymatic (and enzymatic )on the special models, for example, an average or
multicyclic growth processes are statisticallyexponential stepwise synthetic process used for the-
fractal structures whose dimensions can be de-oretical analysis.
scribed in mathematical terms.28 The mathemati-Computer simulations of chemical oligonucleo-
cal definition of our fractal dimension D fortide syntheses15 indicated that values of N and N
multicyclic nucleotide processes producing se-0 1 sequences are most important for determination
quence variabilities in the two-dimensional em-

of do and po parameters of average (constant)
bedding space is given in Ref. 9 for the first time

growth. Considering the nonlinear equations of the
according to Mandelbrot.12 The very generality of

IPLCS (Inverse Power Law of Driven Multicycle this result holds for all fractal sets of cumulative
Synthesis) for average growth [e.g., Eqs. (7) and sequence variabilities, i.e., truncated, deleted, and
(8)] , it is reasonable to fit the curves to N and N point-mutated sequence variabilities. The mini-0 1 values; all other values are on (or very close mal requirements sufficient to produce, or to de-
to) the obtained curves. For the specific, exponential grade, a target DNA sequence N are multistep
growth model more input data than the N and N additions, recombinations, or degradations of
0 1 values have to be collected. some monomeric or oligomeric building blocks

The optimal model fits shown in Figure 4A to with the propagation probability function d Å di ,
Figure 4C are obviously nonlinear for panels D– at cycle i . Hence, the general expression of the
F. It is surprising that these calculated curves are fractal dimension Da ,measurable given in Ref. 13 can
nonuniform. We devised a system of equations be written in the following form:
(IPLCS) that takes into account different situations
characterized by d and p (see, for example, theoreti-
cal curves of the IPLCS in Ref. 28, therein Figures

Da ,measurableÅ 20 N
(0Ì( ∏

i√[1,N )
di )) /ÌN

10 ∏
i√[1,N )

di

. (13)1–4, 7, and 8). The theoretical basis for this phe-
nomenon is the nonlinearity of a stepwise synthetic
process, e.g., chemical oligonucleotide synthesis.

Equation (14) describes the response to the averageDue to the nonlinearity, the approximation is well
(constant) growth15 :suitable for realistic patterns of synthesis. However,

it appears that the large amount of full-length prod-
uct would cause increases in absorbances for the N Da ,measurable (N , do)Å 20 N

dN01
o

10 dN01
o

ln
1
do

. (14)
0 1 and slightly shorter products, that might con-
tribute to a loss-of-fit. As shown in Table II the

For exponential growth we obtain from Eq. (13)21 :experimental data indicate a change from constant
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Table II Table of Parameter Comparisona

Separation
N Support Method Figure d p

20 PA HPIEC 3C 0.9755 0.8960
20 PA HPIEC 3B 0.9905 0.9335
30 CPG-500Å HPIEC 3A 0.9870 0.9900

a br1004 g dr1003

30 P19 HPCE —, 6 0.9829 9.21 0.9662 0.30
30 P29 HPCE 4A, 6 0.9847 8.75 0.9854 3.30
35 PS HPCE 4B, 6 0.9885 4.37 0.9288 1.25
40 PS HPCE —, 6 0.9825 9.06 0.9892 4.13
40 PS HPCE 4C, 6 0.9906 9.37 0.9645 4.24
45 P29 HPCE —, 6 0.9364 0.00 0.9589 0.00
45 P29 HPCE —, 6 0.9713 8.75 0.9858 3.30
45 P29 HPCE —, 6 0.9887 4.37 0.9092 4.37
50 P29 HPCE 4D, 6 0.9671 3.75 0.9847 0.00
60 P29 HPCE 4E, 6 0.9591 0.00 0.9714 0.00
60 P29 HPCE —, 6 0.9591 0.00 0.9712 0.00
60 P29 HPCE —, 6 0.9695 0.00 0.9559 0.00
65 P29 HPCE 4F, 6 0.9904 5.78 0.9745 4.37

a PA: macroreticular polyvinylacetate support; CPG-500Å: controlled pore glass; PS polystyrene primer support; P19 : polystyrene
grafted (5–7%) polytetrafluoroethylene support; P29: polystyrene grafted (2–3%) polytetrafluoroethylene support. See text for definition
of the parameters a, b, g, d.

Da ,measurable (N , a, b) Å 2 0 N

aN01
r(03b / 2bN 0 2 ln a)rexpH0br(1 0 N)r(2 0 N)

2 J
2S1 0 aN01

rexpH0br(1 0 N)r(2 0 N)
2 JD

. (15)

Generality of Fractal Dimensions Equation (16) quantifies the influence of N on the
dynamics.15 Then, we can writeDa,measurable , Da , D (N ) .

The usefulness of constructing the functions Da ,meas-

urable arises from the theorem [Eqs. (10) – (12) in Da Å
2 0 (N / (N 0 1))

Da ,measurable

. (17)
Ref. 15] that as d varies between 0 and 1, Da ,measurable

tends to 2 (upper limit) for all possible non-negative
densities M(N , N) . Thus we may determine the

Equation (17) now allows to quantify the influencedynamics Da ,measurable using Eq. (13) from di . The
of d on the dynamics.15,21 The argument of lowerupper and lower bounds to Da ,measurable can be calcu-
bounds for average and exponential developmentlated from do and a, b. For do r 0 in Eq. (14) and
can be used to apply Da to a universal measure ofb r 0, a r 0 in Eq. (15) we obtain the upper limit
the two classes of multicyclic process that is being2. For do r 1 in Eq. (14) and b r 0, a r 1 in Eq.
made of multistep additions/recombinations of(15), we find the special lower limit:
some building blocks resulting in a largest nucleo-
tide sequence N of interest (universality classes) .
However, in exponential growth the symbolic ex-D(N) Å 2 0 N

N 0 1
(16)

pressions of Da ,measurable are more complicated [see
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e.g., Eq. (15)] , inasmuch as the functions ∏
i√[1,N )

di DISCUSSION

have to be used. The problem breaks up into the
With the progress in using oligonucleotide se-

following:
quences in analyses for basic research in molecular

It is true that there exists situations corresponding biology and molecular medicine, for diagnostic ap-
to Da ,measurable ° 2 0 (N / (N 0 1)) . This result indi- plication and for gene therapy in medicine, it has
cates the interference of Eq. (17) because we obtain become obvious that experimental quantitative con-
values that cannot all be expressed in terms of Da . trol and constancy in oligonucleotide sequence pro-
In order to describe the influence of d on the dynam- duction are desirable for research and development
ics, we must have Da ,measurable ú 2 0 (N / (N 0 1)) , in biomedicine. Several shortcomings in testing oli-
meaning 0 ° Da õ 1. The values of Da , N , and gonucleotides indicate the urge for control improve-
stepped-up probabilities result in surfaces that are ments. The minimizing of error oligonucleotide
plotted in Figure 5. It is, in fact, a most interesting length and the maximizing of intending target
demonstration how much of the d parameter is not lengths in small or even large yields is mandatory
related to different target length N in constant (Fig- for experiments (also in the case of syntheses of
ure 5A) as well as exponential (Figure 5B) growth oligonucleotide libraries). Under the chemical non-
models. If values of the universal measure Da are enzymatic synthesis of oligonucleotides,5,6,23 any in-
equal, the stepwise synthetic processes are of same trinsic deviation within target sequences may be
performances (efficiencies) , which now are inde- rare, if not totally excluded, in the experiments we
pendent of the target length N for producing high presented here. Thus, only length determination—
yields of the target sequence. The parameter d ( in and not nucleotide sequence determination—in the
the chemical literature used as ‘‘coupling effi- target sequence applying chromatographic and elec-
ciency’’) or individual yields (e.g., trityl yields) do trophoretic methods,15 can gain desirable effective-
not allow the quantitative characterization of chemi- ness superior to summative spectroscopic determi-
cal oligonucleotide synthesis at different target nation on an approximative average length scale
lengths N . The d parameter and individual yields during synthesis.8 The crude yields as described
reflect the quantitative influence on any reaction above must be determined in ion-exchange high-
step only. It is evident from Figure 5A and B that performance liquid chromatography, high-perfor-
the bold points, which are extracted from measure- mance capillary electrophoresis, or gel electropho-
ments, do not fit in the much flatter surface, as resis. Computer simulations of elution profiles dem-
indicated by changes in color presentation. Chemi- onstrate the influence of nucleotide length l and
cal oligonucleotide syntheses, which are not opti- capping reaction p on the peaks A (expl) ( l , N) in chro-
mized to give high target length yields, make no matograms or electropherograms.15 The existing
sense. In Figure 5B some of the bold points are chromatographic and chemical parameters [e.g., re-
positioned outside the surface. The reason for that tention time, trityl yield, average (constant) yield,
pattern is as follows: In order to obtain a three- etc.] are not suitable to characterize quantitatively
dimensional representation we fitted the experimen- the composition of the crude product as well as the
tal data for Figure 5B with an assumed arbitrary a time course of chemical oligonucleotide synthesis.
value of 0.9887 for all syntheses, so exponential We show here that the immeasurability of details
oligonucleotide syntheses at longer target length N of the dynamic process29 of chemical synthesis de-
and lower or higher a values (see Table II) could mands an adequate simulation, or fitting model pro-
be visualized in one plot. cedures of those nucleotide growth processes.

The scaling of the target nucleotide length N In the presented analyses of oligonucleotide
within the region of size defines the fractal dimen- structures, fractality at different spatial, geometric
sion Da ,measurable . Figure 6 shows the log–log linear scales, or dynamic processes at different time scales
relationship for the data from Table II. We provide are related to each other.29 By dynamic models we
here error bars (standard deviations from the mean extend the suggested simulations to a best fit of
values) . It is evident that the dynamics of sequence useful form. Further, the prominent function di can
variability of the chemical oligonucleotide synthe- be used in Eq. (13) for an extended fractal dimen-
ses can be modeled by a scale-invariant power law. sion Da ,measurable in terms of stretched exponential
The linear fit corresponds to Da ,measurable Å 1.26. This and polynomial development.27 This is a new set of
value is consistent with the theoretical mean value parameters that augment the formulative capacity
of the fractal dimension which is calculated by Eqs. by at least two by two terms. However, the experi-

mental results are not sensitive and constant enough(14) and (15).
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FIGURE 5 Three-dimensional surfaces are formed by Da Å
2 0 (N / (N 0 1))

Da ,measurable

, N , and

stepped-up probabilities. Numerical results were taken for the specific growth model of oligonu-
cleotide synthesis. (A) constant (average) growth. (B) exponential growth with fixed a
Å 0.9887 for all data. The bold points indicate the calculated values extracted from measure-
ments. See text for explanation.
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FIGURE 6 Log–log plot of the sequence variability distribution F(N 0 1, N) Å (
N01

lÅ1
M( l ,

N) vs N , obtained from experimentally measured elution profiles of Table II. A power law is
observed with Da ,measurable Å 1.26. See text for explanation.

to correlate the developed expressions of D func- of chemical oligonucleotide synthesis does not
change, but the dynamic behavior of the reportedtions27 to such more complex dynamic approach.

First, we describe nucleotide polymerization by syntheses is different. For example, for the polysty-
rene-grafted polytetrafluoroethylene supports orclassic one-dimensional Cantor sets. The length

scale is clustering in volume growth V in exponen- polystyrene primer support (Pharmacia; see Table
II) , the optimal average growth was found depen-tial form where the power law follows Eq. (1) .

Furthermore, the construction is such that Do takes dent on longer target oligonucleotide preparations.
On the other hand, using the polyvinylalcohol sup-the form of Eq. (6) . The approach is very com-

mon.30 The power-law distribution is the only distri- port and the CPG-500 Å support we obtained here
an optimum of average (constant) growth at targetbution independent of any length scale. Thus, it

allows infinite iterations making the remaining line nucleotide length N of 20 as well as 30 nucleotides.
This is the first time that it has become possible tolengths (Figure 4) shorter and shorter (Cantor

dust12) and leads to a theoretical global fractal di- give a complete description of the number of all
individual components and their relative as well asmension Do as presented in Eq. (6) .

Second, in nature there are scaling limits every- molar ratio within a solid-phase product based on
measurements of the product distribution of individ-where31 ; sets and distributions obey fractal scalings

within limited scale invariance.32,33 Therefore, ual chain length. We obtain solution profiles of a
nonlinear growth process, which allow us to treatdriven, multicyclic syntheses of different nucleotide

length N of the largest optimal component ( target) them as fractal by fractal power law formulation.
in the nucleotide region of interest are fractal under
certain constraints.28

We have been able to calculate a well-defined APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS
theoretical response of a fractal system by determin-
istic quantitation. Two types of dynamic behavior Some quantities used in the text are defined here:
were confirmed by experiments done for this paper
(Figures 3 and 4, Table II) . These types depend on N : Nucleotide length of the largest op-

timal component ( target) in thethe growth coefficient d . The fundamental character
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